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About This Game

Taking Valhalla VR
Survival, Base Building, Crafting

Taking Valhalla VR is a survival, building, exploration, and crafting game. Players will have a village in which you are to defend
from attackers that spawn at random times. Build defenses to slow down your enemy. Craft weapons, and arrows to improve

your clan’s survival. You can also build houses to have friendly companions who will help you fight the enemy. Use the viking
long boat to set voyage across an open-world map. Conduct raids to gather more gold and supplies to defend your village from

the next attack.
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Title: Taking Valhalla VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
AVA Gaming
Publisher:
AVA Gaming
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NIVIDIA GTX 970 or Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space
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Hard to play, controls awkward, learning aids are useless, flying the ship is stupid, and I only got to level one before I gave up.
Very fun game, it gives that nostalgic feeling from back in the day! I liked this retro 8 bit adventure and I think it's worth
playing especially if your a fan of 2d platformers! I also made a letsplay on this as I was interested in this game just by looking
at the screen shots and maaan, I was not dissapointed, the only thing I found weird was W being the jump button and thats
because I prefere it to be the space bar.. but other than that its a really good game and I had fun playing it, great job! :)

My video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgjaRqA9854&feature=share. For a one man job, this game is rather impressive,
however, it's incredibly buggy and feels very unfinished. Progress is constantly mired down by vague objectives, or the game
simply not registering that you've completed an objective. It is a perpetual uphill battle just to get it to work. I often found
myself wondering if the reason I couldn't complete an objective was because I was doing something wrong, or if I'd simply hit
yet another bug.

Not all of the game's problems are the result of bugs, however, as many of the mechanics for the game are lackluster, make little
sense, or unblanced. Others here have gone into far better about where the game is lacking, so I won't bother repeating things.

Overall this feels more like an early access title than it does a finished product, and I can't help being a little upset at that. While
I have to commend this first time dev for providing support to players, and working tirelessly to fix the bugs that are present, I
simply can't recommend anyone purchase this.. Controls are awful.. A visually adept game, with a lot of play value, and simple
controls.
Top game. Definitely get it, specially if it is on sale. It would be great if there were additional stages.

P.S -- If you are going to run the game on a GNU+Linux distro, you may stumble upon a bug like I did when initializing the
game. The devs should have already implemented a fix.
However, the workaround is very simple and posted in the 'discussions' section on the Steam community page for the game.. lol
no matches. Would be great if we could save, otherwise I can't really recommend it.. Awesome game! This game has a whole
new kind of combat and the sound desing in the game is just beautiful. I rckommend to everyone. Better that Gta V...
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can't believe that I can get 2 girlfriends in 4 days

. Total waste of money, even on sale! Save yourself!. Fun game totally worth it.. Basically timberman the minecraft version. this
game has potional but it had a few flaws it really needs to fix like the font of the game is nearly unreadable and it often overlaps
on other words makeing already hard to read lines imposssible. Played this game along with my 6 year old on the HTC Vive. It
was so much fun and entertaining that we got the whole family involved. Before we new it 2 hours had passed by and we all
wanted more. Great game if you are into the carnival games at the fair.. New Review:]
Senran Kagura Burst Re:Newal is a good remake of the classic DS game although it has less difficulty, and makes some things
differently. It also gives the people who only play the PS4 ports a chance to see the beginning of the story and a better insight of
the background of the original cast.
Although the game is quite ecchi this is not the reason why you play so long: It's the fast and fun gameplay and it's quite
challenging on hard.

The Good Stuff:
+ Good Graphics
+ Fast paced Gameplay
+ Cool Boss Fights
+ Oppai
+ Hidden Mid-Boss Fights
+ Cool DLC which is not overprized (in fact many of them were available for free)
+ Burst mode visuals when finishing enemies
+ Developers which listen to their users and improved the game
+ The game was buggy at start, but problems are mostly solved due to the hard work of the dev team.
+ The Miyabi Campaign: Miyabi was never one of my favorites but the campaign for her was really good. It gave a good insight
in the story befor SV and EV and gave the character so much more depth. Kudos to the devs!

The not so good Stuff:
- The levels were just taken from EV versus and regarding the fact that that the voices were already recorded and the story was
written in the original games already existed+ the character models were already given from EV it feel the price feels sometimes
like a rip-off
- The Burst mode is too strong and the possibility to lean it after maximizing Yin-Yang from the original is missing
- Too easy compared to the originals
- The secret growth medicine is just unnecessary, especially since characters can only grow to level 50. Either remove it or make
max level higher to give it more sense. Also the level 3 Yang skill to get more growth medicine seems just wasted.
- No multiplayer and no other option to set up AI battles.
- Needs some tweaking when playing on Linux contrary to the other SK games
- The Yumi campaign: [Warning! Soft Spoilers ahead! Please skip if neede] The Yumi campaign was feeled completely out of
place and was completely contradictory to the main story. I had the feeling the devs wanted to portray Yumi as the nice
understanding girl in her prequel story to SV, although she was a zealot at the beginning of SV and got soft later. So instead of
giving her good reasons to become the radical she was when SV began they tried to make her much softer, and this didn't work
for for me + Kurokage was already dead in the prequel story although he died in SV stopping the radical Yumi. Contrary to the
Miyabi story this completely doesn't fit It was still fun to play though!

The really bad stuff:
Nothing

[Old Review:]
A must have for newbies and old fans of the Senran Kagura Franchise!
As a player of the original on Nintendo DS I think it's a solid remake.

+ Good graphics (better than Estival Versus)
+ Fast paced gameplay
+ New intro videos
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+ original soundtrack
+ enemies with new and funny animations
+ new ninja room design where one can watch the characters
+ nice DLCs which are not overpriced and partially free to download (contrary to PBS)
+ DLCs from the older games are ported into this title.
+ Finally some title with focus on the original cast again. I don't dislike Yumi, but I like the originl cast more.

- A little bit buggy. On Linux I had some trouble making it work. I already posted an entry on ProtonDB what to do. Fortunately
the issues are minor but they make the game unplayable at first. One has to create the folder for the save games manually and
disable esynch to make it work. Fortunately patch 1.01 fixed already some problems.
- Sometimes a little bit too easy for my taste. I think burst mode is too powerful.
- The level designs are reused from EV. A little bit lack of creativity here.
- Fewer options in the dressing room.
- If a ninja is stripped down they suddenly get back their underwear in the following scenes, Changes in the dressing room aren't
carried over to the characters in the ninja room.
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